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Producing high GOR wells with ESP has always been a challenging task. ESP has been a 

major mode of artificial lift in KOC. There is a growing requirement to produce high GOR 

wells with ESP in KOC. It is observed that use of ESPs, has had limited success, if the 

technology is applied alone for high GOR wells. High percentage of free gas causes pump 

degradation, which reduces head and subsequently production. It can also result in gas lock, in 

which pump ceases to operate. Therefore, there is a need to find an effective solution, so that 

efficient and continuous ESP operation is achieved, for high GOR well. In view of this, KOC 

has evaluated ‘Poseidon Technology’ and conceptualized pilot of this technology. Poseidon 

system is a multi-phase, axial-flow gas-handling device, installed below the main production 

pump to efficiently handle high amount of free gas up to 75%. This design breaks up large gas 

bubbles, increases mixture pressure to reduce gas volume and pushes the gas–liquid mixture 

through the stages of ESP. In gassy wells, ‘Poseidon System’ can increase production and 

extend the use of ESP, where production is limited by ability of ESP, to handle gas alone. 

Present paper deals with implementation of this technology for two candidate wells in KOC. 

Paper essentially describes technology details, pilot methodology, selection of wells, design 

criteria, evaluation of pilot results, etc. Both these wells have high GOR, in excess of 700 

scf/bbl, liquid rates above 1500 bpd and water cut in the range of 36-66%. One well is 

producing from a single zone, while other well is producing with commingled production from 

two zones. Production tests carried out before and after the installation of this technology have 

shown encouraging results, with an oil gain of above 1100 bpd. Thus, it can be inferred from 

the study that performance of this technology along-with ESP, has been satisfactory. Both 

these wells are producing with stable, trouble-free and continuous ESP operation. Since 

objective of the study is achieved with execution of this pilot, the technology can now, be 

utilized for large scale field implementation, for suitable candidate wells, in KOC. This would 

also facilitate to meet long term oil production strategy of KOC. 


